
Our Dutch bikes are meant for comfortable daily 

transportation. To ride to work, to take your kids 

to school, to ride to the closest subway  station or 

to deliver groceries.  Benefits of Dutch bikes are 

multiple, they are sturdy, they can carry heavy 

stuff, they protect your clothing and cargo bikes 

are designed to protect your kids. Whatever the 

outing, there’s a bike made for it.

LOving Life, 
rOLLing Orange

Let us introduce 
three of our 
top Dutch bikes

fietsfabriek bakfiets is a way of 
life. a way that’s simple, relaxed, 
and liberating. The Bakfiets is large 
enough to hold children, pets, and 
any other precious cargo. every 
ride is a leisurely ride in these 
 stylish, well-designed machines.
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MOOf faster with vanMOOf. This 
model is equipped with a  coaster 
brake and a roller front brake 
and optional Shimano nexus 3 or 
7 speed. no more loose hanging 
cables. no more lights stolen off 
your bike. The secret lies in what’s 
nOT there. 



Batavus Diva. You can show up 
anywhere on your trendy Diva - in 
the city or out of it. The light  colors 
and pretty floral print on the 
 saddle, handles and fenders make 
this bike a real fashion statement. 
Live and bike like a Diva!

Rolling Orange. 
If you love life,  
why rush through it?



You don’t have to decide right now. ask our staff. Pay a visit to our 
store and take your time to find a bicycle that really meets your 
 desires. Don’t rush into it. Slower is better.

269 baltic street
brooklyn, new york 11201
phone +1 718 935 0695
rollingorangebikes.com

Buy a bicycle at rolling Orange Bikes and get a $ 75 accessory for free!
This voucher is valid through 2012 and only on bicycles that are not on sale through our shop or online. One coupon 
per person.

$ 75C   UP  N  accessory 
for free!


